We present an operator based factorization formula for the transverse energy-energy correlator (TEEC) hadron collider event shape in the back-to-back (dijet) limit. This factorization formula exhibits a remarkably symmetric form, being a projection onto a scattering plane of a more standard transverse momentum dependent factorization. Soft radiation is incorporated through a dijet soft function, which can be elegantly obtained to next-to-next-to-leading order (NNLO) due to the symmetries of the problem. We present numerical results for the TEEC resummed to next-to-nextto-leading logarithm (NNLL) matched to fixed order at the LHC. Our results constitute the first NNLL resummation for a dijet event shape observable at a hadron collider, and the first analytic result for a hadron collider dijet soft function at NNLO. We anticipate that the theoretical simplicity of the TEEC observable will make it indispensable for precision studies of QCD at the LHC, and as a playground for theoretical studies of factorization and its violation.
INTRODUCTION
Event shape observables, which measure the flow of radiation in a scattering event, play a central role in QCD. They allow for precision measurements of QCD parameters, such as the strong coupling constant, α s , as well as for probes of more subtle features of QCD, such as color evolution or factorization violation. While event shape observables in e + e − collisions are by now quite well understood, with calculations incorporating next-to-nextto leading order (NNLO) fixed order corrections [1] [2] [3] [4] , and next-to-next-to-next-to leading logarithmic (N 3 LL) resummation [5] [6] [7] [8] , the same level of understanding has not been achieved for event shape observables at hadron colliders. This is due both to the technical complexity of fixed order calculations with multiple legs, and to the failure of standard factorization formulas in the hadron collider context. The theoretical and experimental study of event shape observables at hadron colliders therefore provides genuinely new opportunities for improving our understanding of QCD.
An important aspect in the description of event shapes is the resummation of singular terms in kinematic limits. For hadron collider event shapes, NNLL resummation has been achieved for zero-jet [9] [10] [11] and one-jet event shapes [12] . However, many interesting effects, namely non-trivial color evolution and amplitude level factorization violation, first occur for dijet event shapes, for which complete results are only available at NLL [13] [14] [15] [16] [17] [18] .
A number of recent developments, namely the calculation of the three loop soft anomalous dimension [19, 20] , progress towards three jet production at NNLO [21] [22] [23] [24] [25] [26] [27] [28] [29] [30] , the illustration of the non-cancellation of Glauber effects in dijet processes [31] [32] [33] , the elucidation of amplitudelevel factorization violation [34] [35] [36] , and a formalism for the incorporation of factorization violation in the soft A FIG. 1: The TEEC measures the E T weighted angular correlation of pairs of particles as a function of the angle φ in the transverse plane. In the φ → π limit, it measures the momentum in the directionŷ perpendicular to the scattering plane spanned by the beam and jet axes, outlined in dashed blue.
collinear effective theory (SCET) [37] , motivate a renewed interest in the theoretical study of dijet event shapes.
In this Letter, we will study the transverse energyenergy-correlator (TEEC) observable [38, 39] ,
where the sum is over all pairs of hadrons, E T is the transverse energy of the hadrons, and φ ab the azimuthal angle between the hadrons, as illustrated in Fig. 1 . For recent measurements of the TEEC for jets, see [40, 41] . Building on significant recent progress in the understanding of the energy-energy corelator (EEC) observable [42] [43] [44] [45] [46] [47] [48] , we will show that the TEEC exhibits a remarkable perturbative simplicity in the dijet limit, allowing for significant progress to be made in the understanding of hadron collider event shapes.
FACTORIZATION FORMULA
One of the main results of this Letter is an operator based factorization formula, derived in SCET [49] [50] [51] [52] , describing the singular behavior of the TEEC observable in the φ → π, or more conveniently, the τ ≡ sin 2 ((π − φ)/2) → 0 limit. In this limit, the singular behavior of the observable is described by a dijet configuration, with collinear radiation along the beam and jet axes, as well as low energy soft radiation. The τ → 0 limit defines a scattering plane spanned by the beam axis and the axis of the outgoing jets (more precisely the transverse thrust axis). Collinear splittings and soft emissions recoil the particles correlated by the TEEC observable slightly from this plane, see Fig. 1 .
The simplicity of the TEEC lies in a relation between the azimuthal angle φ and the momentum perpendicular to the scattering plane, which we will denote as the y component, as illustrated in Fig. 1 . Consider two final state particles k 3 and k 4 , whose transverse energy correlation is to be measured. In addition to the transverse momentum off the scattering plane due to finalstate collinear splittings, they obtain transverse momentum from the recoil of the total soft momentum k s,y , and from the momenta k 1,y and k 2,y of the incoming particles which enter the hard scattering. In the τ → 0 limit, we have the relation
where ξ 3 and ξ 4 are the respective longitudinal momentum fractions of the two measured final state particles relative to the two leading jet momentum p 3 and p 4 , and P T is the transverse momentum of p 3 and p 4 relative to the beam axis. The relationship in Eq. 1 allows us to derive a factorization formula for the TEEC in the dijet limit in terms of standard transverse momentum dependent (TMD) beam and jet functions
Here the superscript (0) indicates that this formula describes all contributions to the cross section that scale like 1/τ modulo logarithms, up to potentially factorization violating terms which occur first at N 4 LO, and will be discussed shortly. This factorization formula is a sum over different 2 → 2 partonic scattering channels
, where N init is the corresponding spin-and color-averaged factor for each channel, √ s is the center-of-mass energy, y 3 , y 4 , and p T are the rapidity and transverse momentum of the two leading partonic jets at the lowest order in perturbation theory, and
are the born-level initial-state momentum fractions. The dependence on the scattering channel is incorporated through the hard function H f1f2→f3f4 (p T , y * , µ), which depends on the p T and the single jet rapidity y * = (y 3 − y 4 )/2 in the partonic center-of-mass frame. Each of the functions in Eq. 2 depends on a virtuality renormalization scale µ, and a rapidity renormalization scale ν [53, 54] . The associated renormalization group (RG) equations allow for the resummation of logarithms of τ .
The soft and collinear dynamics in the dijet limit are described by beam functions, B, jet functions, J and a soft function, S. The beam functions and jet functions in Eq. (2) are identical to the well-known TMD beam functions and EEC jet functions [47] (which are in turn related to the TMD fragmentation functions [55] [56] [57] ). Therefore, the TEEC in the dijet limit provides a probe into both beam and jet TMD dynamics that is interesting to a broad community. Since the TMD beam and jet functions are standard objects, we do not discuss them further, but collect all the anomalous dimensions and matching coefficients in the supplementary material. The TEEC soft function is new and will be discussed shortly.
The factorization formula in Eq. 2 is expected to be violated at N 4 LO by Glauber gluons [58] which couple the different beam and jet functions. While the cancellation of Glauber gluons was shown for color singlet transverse moment distributions in the seminal works of [58] [59] [60] [61] [62] [63] [64] , it is expected that factorization should not hold for a dijet event shape [31, 32, [34] [35] [36] [37] [65] [66] [67] [68] [69] [70] [71] [72] [73] [74] [75] . Glauber contributions can potentially be incorporated in our formalism using [37] , and indeed one of our primary motivations is to understand such violations by identifying a dijet observable with the simplest perturbative structure. Apart from a brief comment on the anomalous dimension of the soft function at N 3 LO, we leave the study of violations of this factorization formula to future work, and restrict ourselves to NNLL accuracy where Eq. 2 holds.
SOFT FUNCTION
The most complicated obstacle for precision calculations of multi-jet event shapes is the soft function, due to its dependence on multiple directions. (For recent progress towards numerical calculations of soft functions at NNLO, see [76] [77] [78] .) A key feature of the TEEC which makes it particularly amenable to analytic higher order calculations is the simplicity of its soft function, which is defined as a vacuum expectation of Wilson lines,
as illustrated in Fig. 2 (There the temporal direction has necessarily been suppressed). The soft function defined in Eq. (3) suffers from UV and rapidity divergences. Rapidity divergences are regulated using the exponential regulator of [79] . The soft function, which is a matrix in color space, satisfies the RG equation
with [13, 14, 80, 81 ]
where ν is the rapidity scale, and c i = C F or C A is the Casimir of the parton i. Here γ cusp is the cusp anomalous dimension [82] , γ s is the threshold soft anomalous dimension [83] and γ quad is the anomalous dimension for quadrupole color and kinematic entanglement, which first appears at three loops [19, 20] . The evolution equation associated with the rapidity scale ν is
with
This is the generalization of the rapidity RGE [53, 54] for color singlet production to dijet production at hadron colliders. Here γ r is the rapidity anomalous dimension for the color transverse momentum distribution [84] , and b 0 = 2e −γ E . The color non-diagonal rapidity anomalous dimension, γ X , vanishes at one and two-loops due to rescaling invariance, n i → e λi n i , which is sufficient for the NNLL resummation considered in this Letter. γ X can potentially be non-zero at three loops where there is a scaling invariant cross ratio n 1 ·n 3 n 2 ·n 4 /(n 1 ·n 2 n 3 ·n 4 ) = (1−tanh y * ) 2 /4. The consistency of the factorization formula (derived from rapidity scale independence of the cross section) implies γ X = 0 to all perturbative orders, however, since the factorization formula is expected to be violated, we do not take this as given. If γ X = 0, it requires a symmetry explanation, and if not, it provides a direct window into factorization violation. Either way, we believe that the calculation of the TEEC soft function at three loops will provide considerable insight into rapidity factorization.
While the RG can be used to predict the logarithmic dependence of the soft function, its simple structure implies that the constants can also be easily computed. Writing its perturbative expansion as S = (α s /4π) n S (n) , we have the beautiful relation
where
is the n-loop TMD soft function for color-singlet production at hadron colliders (which can be found up to three loops in [84] ), and
. This is the first analytic result for a hadron collider dijet soft function at NNLO (The 2-jettiness soft function was computed numerically in [78] ). The remarkable simplicity of the TEEC soft function should be compared with the soft functions for the N -jettiness observable [78, [85] [86] [87] [88] , which already at oneloop, can only be computed numerically. The reason for this simplicity is interesting, and deserves further comment. A soft function describes the expected value of radiation sourced by a configuration of Wilson lines, projected onto some direction(s). For the N -jettiness observable [89] , these directions are the Wilson line directions themselves, which necessitates a partitioning of the phase space around the Wilson lines and leads to a complicated structure. For a dijet configuration, there is a unique direction perpendicular to the scattering plane defined by the four Wilson lines, which we have denotedŷ, such that y · n i = 0 for all Wilson line directions n i . This is the direction that is used to define the TEEC soft function, as shown in Fig. 2 , and leads to its simplicity. In particular, it implies that the scale independent part of the TEEC soft function can only be function of scaling invariant cross ratio of n i . This points to the TEEC soft function as the uniquely simple dijet soft function, and we believe this simplicity will facilitate further analytic studies.
NUMERICAL RESULTS
We can use our factorization formula in Eq. (2) to present numerical results for the LHC at √ s = 13 TeV.
We use the anti-k T algorithm [90] with cone size R = 0.4 to select events with two leading jets having averaged jet P T ≥ 250 GeV and individual jet rapidity |Y | < 2.5. The TEEC is computed for particles with rapidity |y| < 2.5. Throughout, we will use the PDF4LHC15 nnlo mc [91] parton distribution functions, and we take α s (M Z ) = 0.118. We begin by verifying that our factorization formula correctly reproduces the singular behavior as τ → 0 by comparing to the numerical code Nlojet++ [92, 93] , which provides the LO and NLO QCD corrections to three-jet production. We note that NLO QCD corrections to the TEEC for jets have been computed in Ref. [94] using Nlojet++, but here we are considering the TEEC for particles. Since the TEEC is first nonvanishing with a single emission from the dijet configuration, we use the perturbative counting for three-jet production for the matching. In Fig. 3 we show our factorization formula expanded to fixed order, compared with the numerical results of Nlojet++ for τ dσ/dτ , finding perfect agreement. This is highly non-trivial, as both calculations are rather involved, with nine different partonic channels at LO, and provides a strong check on the validity of our factorization formula. To the best of our knowledge, this is the first time that the singular behavior for a dijet differential distribution is under full control at this order.
In Fig. 4 , we plot the full NLO prediction for |dσ/dφ| in the dijet limit, as well as its decomposition into the Here δNLO denotes only the NLO corrections. singular terms predicted by the factorization, and the non-singular terms (power corrections) defined as the difference between the full fixed order calculation and the singular result. For φ → 180
• the singular terms approach the full NLO predictions, as already demonstrated in Fig. 3 , but here we can more clearly see the interplay between the singular and non-singular terms. Since the TEEC effectively measures the y component of an auxiliary transverse momentum |q y | ∼ (π − φ), this suggests that the power corrections start at O(π − φ). It would be interesting to understand them further. Recent progress in the calculation of power corrections for transverse momentum type observables was made in [95] .
In Fig. 5 we show resummed predictions for the TEEC at NLL and NNLL, matched to LO and NLO, respectively. As can be seen from Fig. 5 , the resummation cures the divergences in the fixed order calculations as φ → 180
• , and it would be particularly interesting to have precise experimental measurements in this region. Also clear is the reduction of scale uncertainties from NLL+LO to NNLL+NLO, although we find that the perturbative corrections are large. We leave a detailed analysis of various uncertainties coming from scale vari- ation, matching, and non-perturbative corrections to future work.
CONCLUSIONS
In this Letter we have initiated the study of the TEEC hadron collider event shape. We have derived a factorization formula describing its singular behavior in the back-to-back (dijet) limit, and presented the first results for a dijet event shape at NNLL matched to NLO. The simplicity of the TEEC resides in its soft function, which we showed can be expressed in terms of a color singlet soft function through to NNLO.
There are a number of directions for further study and improvement. First, it will be interesting to compute the three-loop soft function for the TEEC to understand if γ X is non-vanishing, and to understand the role of factorization violating terms at N 3 LL. This will then enable matching to NNLO three-jet production once these become available [22] [23] [24] [25] [26] [27] [28] [29] [30] . The resummation of collinear logarithms at φ → 0 can be performed systematically using an extension of the jet calculus [96] , and will be described in a forthcoming work. Finally, it would be interesting to compute the TEEC at strong coupling in planar N = 4 super Yang-Mills following [42] , which could perhaps have relevance for heavy ion collisions. We believe the simplicity of the TEEC observable provides a laboratory for precision studies of QCD at the LHC, and for studying the structure of factorization and factorization violation for hadron collider event shapes.
SUPPLEMENTAL MATERIAL
In this supplemental material, we collect the relevant anomalous dimension and matching coefficients used for the results presented in the main article.
Anomalous Dimensions
All our anomalous dimensions, generically denoted as γ[α s , . . .], where the dots represent potential dependence on kinematic variables, can be expanded in terms of α s ,
The QCD beta function β[α s ] = −2α s n=0 (α s /(4π)) n+1 β n through to three loops are given by [97, 98] 
The cusp anomalous dimension through to three loops are [82, 99] 
The quark and gluon anomalous dimensions through to two loops are [100] [101] [102] [103] [104] 
The soft anomalous dimension through to two loops is
The quadrupole correlation term γ quad [{n i }, α s ] is only need for resummation beyond NNLL so we do not show it here. It can be found in [19, 20] . The anomalous dimension for quark or gluon beam (γ B ) and jet (γ J ) function can then be obtained using the RG invariance condition,
and γ J,q(g) = γ B,q(g) . The rapidity anomalous dimension through to two loops is given by
The relation between γ r and γ s was uncovered in [84] , and was shown to be the consequence of conformal symmetry of the special Wilson loop configuration in [105, 106] . Again, the quadrupole rapidity anomalous dimension γ X [y * , α s ] vanishes at one and two loops, and is not needed for NNLL resummation.
Hard Functions
The hard functions, H f1f2→f3f4 , are the infrared finite part of the f 1 f 2 → f 3 f 4 squared amplitude (For a more precise definition, and detail discussion, see e.g. [107] ). They can be extracted from the known one-loop [108] and two-loop [109] [110] [111] [112] [113] [114] [115] [116] amplitudes. The NLO hard functions for all partonic channels can be found in [107, 117] , and the NNLO hard functions can be found in the form of Mathematica file in Ref. [118] . We use the results in Ref. [118] in our calculation. Notice that the color basis in these references are different.
The hard function is a matrix in color space. Given a color-space basis |I for the two-to-two partonic amplitudes, it can be expressed as (H) IJ = I|M M0 i , twice the energy of the measured parton energy. Note that unlike the conventional TMDPDF, here the gluon TMD beam function has only one tensor structure, which we choose to be 1. The reason is that the beam function here measures transverse momentum only in the x direction. The matching coefficients have been derived to two loops in [56, 57, [119] [120] [121] . All the TMD beam functions through one loop can be written as
where P 0,ij (z) are the usual LO splitting functions
